Subgroup Meeting Summary

Subgroup #: Communication, Outreach, and Engagement/Subgroup 3

Meeting Date: 12/18/2015

Meeting Time: 9:30-10:30

Meeting Location (WebEx, OBR, etc.): WebEx

Subgroup Decisions/Meeting Outcomes:

1. Michelle Younker presented at the American Mathematical Association of Two Year Colleges (AMATYC) meeting in New Orleans this past November. She was scheduled for the 8:00am morning session. There were 45 attendees from all across the United States. The attendees expressed much interest in the work being done in Ohio, and also provided some good feedback. The next AMATYC meeting will be from November 17-20, 2016 in Denver, Colorado. Glen Lobo will keep the subgroup updated on future presentations.

2. The Ohio Mathematics Association of Two Year Colleges (OhioMATYC) meeting is coming up April 1-2, 2016 at Hueston Woods State Park near Miami and Cincinnati. Michelle Younker did a presentation for OhioMATYC last year with Jeff Zeager from Lorain County Community College. A presenter is needed for the upcoming meeting.

3. The video/voiceover presentations have been produced, and are currently undergoing some minor editing work.

4. Fast Facts #5 is scheduled to be sent out before the holidays.

5. The group started brainstorming ideas for additional videos. Ideas included using the materials from the upcoming informational webinar on quantitative reasoning courses, and developing a video designed for parents and high school students. The agenda and timeline for the quantitative reasoning informational webinar have not yet been developed. The webinar is intended for campuses who want to develop a Quantitative Reasoning course, but need more information. It was also suggested that a parent video might discuss Common Core and good choices being made in the mathematics community. Other ideas included the Remediation Free Standards, benchmarks, pathways geared to high school students, and transfer module information.

6. Updates from the various subgroups were discussed:
   a. Subgroup 1 has developed a draft of the pathways. The draft was sent out to limited recipients for a first round of feedback. The feedback was due December 14, 2015.
   b. Subgroup 2 has been working on the language for Quantitative Reasoning. Their last meeting was November 13, 2015. The statisticians in the subgroup had some suggestions for the Quantitative Reasoning outcomes. The updates have since been made, shared with the statisticians, and endorsed. A presentation will be given at the OMI Chairs/Leads meeting on January 22, 2016. A discussion will also
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be coming about calculus. Jim Fowler is on the agenda for the OMI Chairs/Leads meeting to talk about active learning in the calculus classroom.

c. Subgroup 4 has not met

d. Subgroup 5 will be holding regional workshops. The dates are not known at this time.

Subgroup Homework/Follow-Up (if any):

1. Jim Fowler is working on the video edits. Once finished, Michelle Blaney will send the videos forward for additional feedback at the Ohio Department of Higher Education.

2. Phil is working on a document of talking points and guiding questions. He will send this document out to the group for feedback. Once the feedback has been incorporated into the document, Michelle Blaney will send it forward at the Ohio Department of Higher Education.

Next Meetings:
The conference call schedule for spring semester is to be determined. Send spring schedules to Michelle Blaney at mblaney@highered.ohio.gov so she can determine a day/time that works best for all the subgroup members.